Update and perspectives on non-surgical treatment of salivary gland malignancies.
Surgery is the treatment of choice for major and minor salivary gland malignancies. Herein, the role of radiation and medical treatment in the multidisciplinary management of salivary gland tumours is discussed. Neutron irradiation and hyperfractionated external beam mega voltage irradiation improve local control. Combination of three dimensional conformal radiotherapy and intensive-modulated radiation therapy provide better local tumour delineation, better field design to encompass the tumour allowing dose escalation to target while sparing the surrounding normal tissue. Cisplatin-based chemotherapy provides a response rate > or = 45%, in a palliative setting. Concomitant chemo-radiotherapy could improve local control. Recent studies evaluated the expression of molecular targets in salivary gland carcinomas (c-kit = 53-90%, EGFR = 25-85%, c-erb-B2 = 11-58%, p53 = 11-67%, H ras = 18%); these targets are very important since new targeted drugs are now available. Anti-androgen therapy might have a role in the management of patients with ductal carcinoma. These new targeted drugs could be integrated with chemotherapy and radiotherapy in the treatment of locally advanced/metastatic salivary gland malignancies.